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Washington estimated 10 to 50 to embrace Saddam involved
in 9/11 attacks - Sept 15, 2001 meeting - in
for Woodward lunch. P298

Israel - neo-conservative
Bushfest to be our President P300 - decided
a year before - F Saddam

Historically governments have been by far the greatest
enemies of freedom p321

Freedom - you're either for us or against us - greatest
motion in the world p322

Lazaris of Boston - p60 - about Bush briefing of coming
OBL on Aug 6, 2001

P321 - A hundred times more agents fighting narcotic than terrorism.

Summer of 2001 CIA warned P51 Attack coming from OBL
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Carnivale - E-mail humiliation

Magic Sansom p136

Bush glorifies American military power probably as much P323
as any O.S. Pres. ever.

Going to war is for Bush, perhaps the bravest proof of devotion to freedom

idea. - Stalinisque P321

you say he decided to go to war one year before


Providing appropriate tools required to intercept and obstruct
Terrorism act of 2001 - Patriot Act
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License for Tyranny - Many countries take lead of 9/11 for getting tough with foes to supposedly fight terrorism? p. 207
Sept 28, 2001 - Pres. Bush - cabinet see. to fly commercial - only 5 went - they said no special guards etc. - not true p. 170

Screeners should be eliminated p. 206